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Abstract—We introduce two effective strategies into the con-
ventional bacterial foraging optimization (BFO) to improve
information utilization and promote information exchange, and
propose a powerful multi-colony cooperation BFO (McCBFO).
The first strategy randomly divides the whole population into
multiple non-overlapping colonies, and the number of colonies
in each generation is determined randomly rather than fixed.
In other words, the same individual has the opportunity to
be assigned to different colonies in different generations to
maximize the diversity within the colony and avoid concentrated
distribution. The second strategy aims to accelerate the search ef-
ficiency by improving information sharing within the same colony
and strengthening the information exchange between different
colonies. Specifically, the information of the best individual in
each colony is shared with other individuals from the same colony
and guides them to evolve towards the potential area. Besides,
the poorer half of each colony exchange genetic information with
randomly selected individuals from other colonies to generate
diverse offspring individuals. To analyze the performance of two
proposed strategies, we run BFO, (BFO + the second strategy),
and McCBFO on three different dimensions (i.e., 2-D, 10-D,
and 30-D) of 28 benchmark function from the CEC2013 test
suite, and each function is independently run 30 times. The
experimental results confirmed that our proposed McCBFO can
accelerate the convergence speed and improve the convergence
accuracy significantly, and we recommend using the second
strategy only for simple problems while their combination for
complex problems.

Index Terms—evolutionary computation, bacterial foraging
optimization, multi-colony cooperation strategy

I. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of the social economy, many
thorny problems left over from before have been resolved
successfully. On the other hand, real-world applications from
the industry have become more and more complicated due
to the increase in personalized demand and a large amount of
processed data. However, many classic traditional optimization
methods are powerless to deal with these emerging problems
that are usually NP-hard, non-differentiable, discontinuous,
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and high-dimensional. Some scholars thus draw on the evo-
lutionary theory of survival of the fittest to develop various
population-based evolutionary computation (EC) algorithms.
These EC algorithms have been widely applied in the industry
and have achieved numerous achievements, such as path
planning [1], image segmentation [2], and others [3], [4].

Since the famous genetic algorithm [5] was proposed, the
EC community attracted a large number of participants and
showed a thriving trend owing to these algorithms can quickly
find feasible solutions under the limited computational cost. So
far, dozens of novel EC algorithms have been proposed, many
of which are well known, such as particle swarm optimization
[6], differential evolution [7], and artificial bee colony [8].
Most researchers are concerned about how to further improve
the performance of existing EC algorithms. For example, Jin
investigated several commonly used approximation models [9],
and used them to replace or partially replace the real fitness
evaluation [10]; Yu et al. used estimated convergence points
as elite individuals to speed up EC search [11]–[14]; Li et al.
proposed a new niching strategy to perfect the nearest-better
clustering [15]. Thus, the fusion of new search strategies and
existing EC algorithms has become a hot research direction,
and this paper also belongs to this category.

Bacterial foraging algorithm (BFO) [16] iteratively mimics
the foraging behavior of E. coli to find the global optimum.
As an indispensable member of the EC community, it not only
brings a lot of interesting discussions in academia, but also
solves many industrial problems successfully, such as multi-
objective optimization [17] and constrained optimization [18].
Besides, some scholars are committed to simplifying the three-
level nested optimization structure of the conventional BFO
and reducing the required parameters that rely on manual
and careful tunning [19]. Although many BFO’s variants have
sprung up in recent years, little attention has been paid to
the improvement of reproduction and elimination & dispersal
operations. In fact, these two operations play an important role
in maintaining the balance between diversity and convergence.
This is also one of the reasons for the appearance of this paper.

The main objective of this paper is to propose two strategies
to improve information sharing and information exchange
among individuals. The first strategy divides the population
into multiple non-overlapping colonies randomly, and the978-1-7281-2547-3/20/$31.00 ©2020 IEEE



Algorithm 1 The generic optimization process of the con-
ventional BFO. Ned, Nre, and Nc are the parameters for
controlling the step size of iterations.

1: Generate an initial population randomly.
2: for j = 0; j < Ned; j ++ do
3: for k = 0; k < Nre; k ++ do
4: for l = 0; l < Nc; l ++ do
5: Perform the chemotaxis operation;
6: end for
7: Perform the reproduction operation;
8: end for
9: Perform the elimination and dispersal operation;

10: end for
11: Output the found optimum.

number of colonies in every generation is randomly de-
termined to maximize the diversity within the colony and
avoid concentrated distribution; the second strategy introduces
intra-colony and inter-colony cooperations to effectively guide
evolution and speed up convergence. The secondary objective
is to analyze the contribution of proposed two strategies to per-
formance improvement as well as their application scenarios.
We finally give some potential topics for discussion.

The remaining structure of this paper is organized as
follows. We briefly review the optimization principle of
the conventional BFO and describe two proposed strategies
comprehensively in Sections II and III. A series of control
experiments are designed in Section IV. We then analyze the
effectiveness and applicability of our proposal in Section V,
and finally summarize our work in Section VI.

II. BACTERIAL FORAGING OPTIMIZATION

Passion noticed that E. coli bacteria would gather towards
nutrient areas and could quickly produce offspring by means
of binary fission when the nutrition is adequate. Based on the
analysis of bacterial foraging behavior, he keenly realized that
these observations can be transformed into an optimization
process, and then proposed the influential BFO algorithm.

Similar to most EC algorithms, BFO randomly generates
multiple individuals to form an initial population, and all
individuals thereupon use tumbling and swimming patterns
to converge towards more potential (high nutrition) areas.
Meanwhile, the idea of survival of the fittest and random
migration has also been absorbed to update the population and
increase the diversity of the population. Finally, the individuals
that survive to the next generation start their foraging behavior
again, and the above operations are repeated until a termination
condition is satisfied. Algorithm 1 roughly summarizes the
generic optimization process of the conventional BFO, which
mainly consists of three operations: chemotaxis, reproduction,
and elimination & dispersal.

A. Chemotaxis

Chemotaxis is the core operation to control the movement of
individuals, which can be subdivided into two modes: tumbling

and swimming. The tumbling mode means that individuals
move unit steps in randomly selected directions. If the tumbled
directions are toward potential (high nutrition) areas, the swim-
ming mode is activated to ensure that individuals continue to
move along the direction of the previous tumbling until they
swam to poor (low nutrition) areas or reach the maximum
number of swimming. Otherwise, they stop in their current
state and wait for the start of the next iteration. Therefore, the
chemotaxis operation can be expressed as Eq. (1).

θθθi(j + 1, k, l) = θθθi(j, k, l) +CCC(i)× φ(j) (1)

where θθθi(j, k, l) is the position of the i-th bacterial individ-
ual on the j-th chemotaxis, the k-th reproduction, the l-th
elimination & dispersal iteration. CCC(i) is the unit step size
in randomly selected direction, and φ(j) is a random angle
generated between [0, 2π].

B. Reproduction

Reproduction operation is derived from the reproductive
behavior of E. coli, and they can even show exponential
growth when the living environment is suitable. However, due
to the limitation of various cost resources, e.g., the number
of fitness evaluations, BFO cannot generate a huge number
of offspring individuals like real E. coli. As a compromise,
BFO still undergoes binary fission but keeps the total number
of offspring individuals fixed. Thus, the current population
is ranked according to their cumulative fitness, and individ-
uals ranked in the bottom half are directly discarded. Each
remaining individual splits into two exactly the same offspring
individuals to fill the population to its original size.

C. Elimination & dispersal

Elimination & dispersal operation simulates mutation to
increase the diversity of the population and avoid falling into
local areas. Although there are various causes of biological
mutations in the real world, such as mutation of genetic in-
formation and changes in the external environment, BFO only
adopts a random strategy to generate mutant individuals with
a lower probability. In other words, new mutant individuals
will be randomly generated in the search space to replace the
individuals that triggered the mutation operation.

III. MULTI-COLONY COOPERATION BFO

BFO uses the chemotaxis operation to gradually improve
the accuracy of candidate solutions, the reproduction operation
to retain elite individuals, and the elimination & dispersal
operation to increase the diversity of the population. Thanks
to various advantages arising from the above operations,
BFO has showed impressive optimization capabilities and
successfully applied in different fields. Since everything has
two sides, they also bring some defects. For example, all
individuals search independently without interacting with each
other, which makes the population search the space with low
efficiency and difficult to escape from trapped local areas.
Besides, BFO retains half of the elite individuals at the cost of
abandoning half of poor individuals directly, which is a huge



Fig. 1. The division effect of multi-colony strategy for three consecutive generations, where solid dots are individuals and different colors represent different
colonies.

damage to diversity and prone to prematurity, especially for
complex problems. We thus introduce two effective strategies
(i.e., multi-colony strategy and cooperation learning strategy)
into the conventional BFO and propose a powerful multi-
colony cooperation BFO (McCBFO).

A. Multi-colony Strategy

Many organisms in nature often have agglomeration phe-
nomena and form large-scale groups through mutual interac-
tions, thus showing complex social behaviors. This can gather
limited individual abilities to efficiently complete foraging,
migration, and avoiding natural enemies. Besides, biological
individuals usually have consistency in movement direction
and speed. Actually, bacteria also have similar aggregation
behavior, for example, extracellular polysaccharides aggregate
into a membrane to wrap bacteria in the membrane to combat
unsuitable environments. Based on our observation of these
facts, we realize that the introduction of a multi-colony strat-
egy may help BFO to better handle complicated scenarios.

Although many well-known clustering algorithms, e.g., k-
means, mixture of Gaussians, and expectation maximization
clustering, have been proposed to divide similar individuals
into the same cluster and dissimilar individuals into different
clusters. As an attempt, we use a random allocation method to
divide multiple colonies i.e., individuals are randomly assigned
to a certain colony with equal probability, and the number
of colonies in every generation is also randomly generated
rather than fixed. This can ensure that the same individual
interacts with different individuals in different generations to
avoid centralized distribution. Here, we set the upper and lower
limits of the population number to 3 and 5 in our following
evaluation experiments. Fig 1 demonstrates the effect of our
proposed strategy to dynamically divide multiple colonies.

B. Cooperation Learning Strategy

Since the introduction of the multi-colony strategy, the
whole population is randomly divided into multiple colonies,
there is an ownership relationship between individuals and
colonies, that is, within and outside the colony. We thus

propose the two different cooperation methods from the per-
spective of the relationship between individuals and colonies.

1) Intra-colony Cooperation: Since each individual is in-
dependent and uses a completely random strategy to search
its surroundings and find a better area, it does not interact
and share information with other individuals. It results in
individuals unable to receive help from others and can only
rely on themselves to escape from trapped local areas. To
further improve search efficiency and information utilization,
we introduce an intra-colony cooperation method as shown in
Eq. (2) to guide individuals to prefer the local best individual.

θθθi(j + 1, k, l) =θθθi(j, k, l) +CCC(i)× φ(j)

+ 1.5× rand()× (θθθlb(j, k, l)− θθθi(j, k, l))
(2)

where θθθlb(j, k, l) is the best individual in the colony that the
i-th individual belongs, and rand() returns a random number
between [0, 1]. The remaining symbols have exactly the same
meaning as those used in Eq. (1).

Specifically, the best individual in each colony shares its
own information with other individuals from the same colony,
and attract them to shift toward itself. Thus, individuals in
different colonies learn towards their local optimum, which
can avoid random search and prevent prematurity caused by
learning the global optimum. Fig. 2 shows the learning effect
of intra-colony cooperation.

2) Inter-colony Cooperation: Although the intra-colony
cooperation can speed up the search process, it may increase
the risk of falling into local areas. We also notice that
the original reproduction operation preserves the top half of
potential individuals at the cost of directly discarding half of
the poor individuals according to their accumulated fitness in
the chemotaxis operation, which would quickly lose diversity.
To alleviate the aforementioned crises while retaining poten-
tial individuals, we introduce inter-colony cooperation as a
new way to replace the original reproduction operation and
generate diverse offspring individuals.



Fig. 2. The learning effect of intra-colony cooperation, and different colors
indicate different colonies. The large circle and the small circle represent the
optimal individual and the non-optimal individual in the colony, respectively.
The dashed arrows indicate that the learning direction of non-optimal indi-
viduals toward the optimal individuals in their respective colonies rather than
their own swimming direction.

Fig. 3. The effect of genetic information exchange of the inter-colony
cooperation, where the offspring individual uses probability Pc to determine
whether the genetic information in each dimension comes from the marked
individual or randomly selected individual. We set Pc equal to 0.5 in our
following experiments.

Specifically, we first mark the poor half of individuals
in each colony according to their fitness, then each marked
individual will exchange genetic information with a randomly
selected individual from another different colony to generate
a new offspring individual. The new offspring individual
competes with its marked parent individual, and the winner
survives to the next generation. Thus, inter-colony cooperation
not only preserves potential individuals, but also promotes
information exchange among individuals to generate diverse
offspring individuals. Here, we use the binomial crossover to
simulate the information exchange between different colonies
from two different colonies, and Fig. 3 shows the effect of
information exchange. Besides, Algorithm 2 also summarizes
the general optimization framework of our proposed strategies
combined with the conventional BFO.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATIONS

We use 28 benchmark functions from CEC2013 test suite
[20] to analyze the contribution of our two proposed strategies
to performance improvement. Since using the multi-colony
strategy alone will not have any effect on the conventional
BFO, a new version is proposed, that is, the combination of the

Algorithm 2 The generic optimization framework of our
proposed strategies combined with the conventional BFO.
Steps 5,6, and 8 are our proposal, and Ned, Nre, and Nc are
the parameters for controlling the step size of iterations.

1: Generate an initial population randomly.
2: for j = 0; j < Ned; j ++ do
3: for k = 0; k < Nre; k ++ do
4: for l = 0; l < Nc; l ++ do
5: Randomly divide the whole population into multi-

ple colonies;
6: Perform intra-colony cooperation operations;
7: end for
8: Perform inter-colony cooperation operations;
9: end for

10: Perform elimination and dispersal operations;
11: end for
12: Output the found optimum.

BFO and the cooperation learning strategy (CBFO). We thus
run three variant algorithms, i.e., BFO, CBFO, and McCBFO
on three different dimensions, i.e., 2-D, 10-D, and 30-D, of
28 functions, and each function is run 30 times independently.
Table I gives the characteristics of all 28 benchmark functions,
e.g., multimodality, separability, and smoothness, Table II
shows the common parameter settings of three comparison
algorithms.

TABLE I
28 BENCHMARK FUNCTIONS FROM CEC2013 TEST SUITES:

UNI=UNIMODAL, MULTI=MULTIMODAL, COMP.=COMPOSITION

No. Types Characteristics Optimum
F1 Sphere function −1400
F2 Rotated high conditioned elliptic function −1300
F3 Uni rotated Bent Cigar function −1200
F4 Rotated discus function −1100
F5 different powers function −1000
F6 Rotated Rosenbrock’s function −900
F7 Rotated Schaffers function −800
F8 Rotated Ackley’s function −700
F9 Rotated Weierstrass function −600
F10 Rotated Griewank’s function −500
F11 Rastrigin’s function −400
F12 Multi Rotated Rastrigin’s function −300
F13 Non-continuous rotated Rastrigin’s function −200
F14 Schwefel’s function −100
F15 Rotated Schwefel’s function 100
F16 Rotated Katsuura function 200
F17 Lunacek BiRastrigin function 300
F18 Rotated Lunacek BiRastrigin function 400
F19 Expanded Griewank’s plus Rosenbrock’s function 500
F20 Expanded Scaffer’s F6 function 600
F21 Composition Function 1 (n=5,Rotated) 700
F22 Composition Function 2 (n=3,Unrotated) 800
F23 Composition Function 3 (n=3,Rotated) 900
F24 Comp. Composition Function 4 (n=3,Rotated) 1000
F25 Composition Function 5 (n=3,Rotated) 1100
F26 Composition Function 6 (n=5,Rotated) 1200
F27 Composition Function 7 (n=5,Rotated) 1300
F28 Composition Function 8 (n=5,Rotated) 1400

To ensure the fairness of our experiments, we use the
total number of fitness evaluations instead of the number of
generations to terminate evaluation experiments. The Fried-



TABLE II
THE PARAMETER SETTINGS OF COMMON PARTS OF THREE COMPARISON

ALGORITHMS USED IN OUR EXPERIMENTS.

population size for 2-D, 10-D, and 30-D search 20
ss: step size 0.6
Ned: number of elimination-dispersal steps 2
Nre: number of reproduction steps 4
Nch: number of chemotaxis steps 100
Nsl: swim length 4
Ped: eliminate probability 0.25
dattr : depth of the attractant 0.1
wattr : width of the attractant signal 0.2
hrep: height of the repellant effect 0.1
wrep: height of the repellant effect 10.0
MAXNFC : max. # of fitness evaluations for search 10, 000×D

man test and Holm’s multiple comparison test are applied
at the stop condition, i.e., the maximum number of fitness
evaluations to check the significant differences among BFO,
CBFO, and McCBFO, and the results of the statistical tests
are summarized in Table III.

TABLE III
STATISTICAL TEST RESULTS OF THE FRIEDMAN TEST AND HOLM’S

MULTIPLE COMPARISON TEST AT THE STOP CONDITION. A � B AND
A > B MEAN THAT A IS SIGNIFICANTLY BETTER THAN B WITH

SIGNIFICANT LEVELS OF 1% AND 5%, RESPECTIVELY. A ≈ B MEANS
THAT THERE IS NO SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THEM ALTHOUGH
A IS BETTER THAN B. CBFO: (BFO + ONLY COOPERATION LEARNING

STRATEGY), McCBFO: (BFO + BOTH PROPOSED STRATEGIES)

2D 10D 30D
F1 McCBFO ≈ CBFO � BFO CBFO � McCBFO � BFO CBFO � McCBFO � BFO
F2 CBFO � BFO � McCBFO McCBFO ≈ CBFO � BFO CBFO > McCBFO � BFO
F3 CBFO � McCBFO � BFO McCBFO � CBFO � BFO McCBFO � CBFO � BFO
F4 McCBFO ≈ CBFO � BFO CBFO � McCBFO � BFO CBFO � McCBFO � BFO
F5 McCBFO ≈ CBFO � BFO CBFO � McCBFO � BFO CBFO � McCBFO � BFO
F6 McCBFO ≈ CBFO � BFO CBFO � McCBFO � BFO CBFO > McCBFO � BFO
F7 CBFO ≈ McCBFO � BFO McCBFO > CBFO � BFO McCBFO � CBFO � BFO
F8 CBFO > McCBFO � BFO CBFO ≈ BFO ≈ McCBFO CBFO ≈ BFO ≈ McCBFO
F9 McCBFO ≈ CBFO � BFO McCBFO � CBFO � BFO McCBFO � CBFO � BFO
F10 CBFO > McCBFO � BFO McCBFO � CBFO � BFO CBFO > McCBFO � BFO
F11 McCBFO > CBFO � BFO McCBFO � CBFO � BFO McCBFO � CBFO � BFO
F12 McCBFO ≈ CBFO � BFO McCBFO � CBFO � BFO McCBFO � CBFO � BFO
F13 McCBFO ≈ CBFO � BFO McCBFO ≈ CBFO � BFO McCBFO ≈ CBFO � BFO
F14 McCBFO � CBFO � BFO McCBFO � BFO > CBFO McCBFO � BFO � CBFO
F15 McCBFO ≈ CBFO � BFO BFO ≈ McCBFO > CBFO McCBFO ≈ BFO � CBFO
F16 CBFO ≈ BFO ≈ McCBFO McCBFO � CBFO > BFO McCBFO � CBFO > BFO
F17 CBFO ≈ McCBFO � BFO McCBFO > CBFO � BFO McCBFO > CBFO � BFO
F18 CBFO > McCBFO � BFO McCBFO � CBFO � BFO McCBFO ≈ CBFO � BFO
F19 McCBFO ≈ CBFO � BFO McCBFO � CBFO � BFO McCBFO � CBFO � BFO
F20 McCBFO ≈ CBFO � BFO McCBFO ≈ CBFO � BFO CBFO � McCBFO ≈ BFO
F21 McCBFO � BFO � CBFO McCBFO � CBFO � BFO McCBFO ≈ CBFO � BFO
F22 McCBFO ≈ CBFO � BFO McCBFO � BFO � CBFO McCBFO � BFO > CBFO
F23 McCBFO ≈ CBFO � BFO BFO ≈ McCBFO � CBFO BFO ≈ McCBFO � CBFO
F24 McCBFO ≈ CBFO � BFO McCBFO ≈ CBFO � BFO McCBFO � CBFO � BFO
F25 CBFO > McCBFO � BFO McCBFO � CBFO > BFO McCBFO � CBFO � BFO
F26 McCBFO > CBFO � BFO McCBFO > CBFO � BFO McCBFO ≈ CBFO � BFO
F27 CBFO � McCBFO � BFO McCBFO ≈ CBFO � BFO McCBFO � CBFO � BFO
F28 CBFO ≈ McCBFO � BFO McCBFO > CBFO � BFO McCBFO ≈ CBFO � BFO

V. DISCUSSIONS

We first want to analyze the optimization principles of
our two proposed strategies and point out the benefits they
bring. Although the conventional BFO simulates the foraging
behavior of bacteria to draw near the global optimum gradually
and show satisfactory performance, the actual behavior of E.
coli bacteria is much more complicated and intelligent. We
also notice that the conventional BFO only pays attention to
the competition among individuals and completely ignores the
importance of cooperation. This means that all individuals are

independent, adding or reducing individuals will not have any
effect on others. Based on our observations of real bacteria,
we thus introduce two additional cooperation mechanisms to
realistically simulate bacterial behavior and further improve
the BFO performance.

The first strategy, i.e., multi-colony strategy, divides the
whole population into multiple non-overlapping colonies to
simulate the aggregation of bacteria. Generally, close indi-
viduals in nature often belong to the same ethnic group,
which helps them resist the harsh environment and survive
better. However, we only borrow the concept of aggregation
and discard distance-based clustering because we believe
that the dense distribution of individuals may easily lead
to prematurity. We thus use a random allocation method to
divide the population, and ensure that each colony has a
similar number of individuals. Besides, we also randomly
determine the number of colonies in every generation to further
increase the randomness of the distribution, which can help
avoid getting stuck in local areas. The introduction of the
multi-colony strategy complicates the relationship between
individuals and colonies, no longer independent of each other.
This directly gave birth to the second strategy involving two
different ways of cooperation.

The second strategy, i.e., cooperation learning strategy,
focuses on enhancing information sharing and information
exchange among individuals to accelerate the search speed
and improve the search efficiency. In more concrete terms, the
best individual in each colony will share its own information
with other individuals from the same colony and make them
prefer the currently known best area. This can effectively guide
the evolution of individuals and avoid completely random
searches. Meanwhile, half of the poor individuals in each
colony are marked according to their fitness ranking, and
their genetic information is exchanged with randomly selected
individuals from other colonies to achieve cooperation among
different colonies. This can keep half of the potential indi-
viduals, while generating diverse offspring individuals. Thus,
the second strategy not only retains the advantages of the
conventional BFO, but also brings some new advantages, such
as faster convergence and increased diversity.

We find that these two proposed strategies are comple-
mentary and mutually beneficial, and their combination can
further balance diversity and convergence well. Besides, nei-
ther strategy adds any additional fitness calculations, and the
increased CPU time is also negligible from the perspective of
performance improvement. Thus, we can say that these two
strategies are low cost and high return.

Secondly, we would like to discuss the scalability of our pro-
posed strategies. The proposed strategies are not customized
for a specific BFO version, but have a strong generality. This
means that not limited to the conventional BFO, we can
apply them to other BFO versions and simply replace the
corresponding operations with our proposal. Although using
the first strategy alone has no effect on the BFO, we can split
their combination and use the second strategy alone according
to the characteristics of the problem to be solved. Besides,



since there are many complex ways for creatures in nature
to communicate with each other, other bionic cooperation
methods of realization our ideas are also acceptable, such as
phototaxis and photophobia. Thus, our proposed strategies are
separable and have the potential to be further expanded.

Next, we give several potential research topics for discus-
sion. Since the core of this paper is to use the cooperation
among multiple colonies to improve the BFO performance,
two important topics that can not be bypassed are how to
divide multiple colonies and how to realize the cooperation
among different colonies. Empirically, different problems or
even different optimization stages of the same problem often
have different characteristics, inappropriate parameter config-
uration may weaken performance or even hinder convergence.
Thus, it is an effective approach to self-adjusting the number of
colonies and dynamically switch different cooperation meth-
ods based on the collected evolutionary information. Besides,
there are also some other topics worth studying. For example,
how to maintain the balance of competition and cooperation
among individuals.

Finally, we applied the Friedman test and Holm’s multiple
comparison test to check the significant differences among
BFO, CBFO, and McCBFO. The results of the statistical test
confirmed that McCBFO can improve the performance sig-
nificantly in terms of the convergence speed and convergence
accuracy, and the acceleration effect becomes more obvious
as the dimension increases. Besides, we notice that CBFO is
more suitable for unimodal problems, because only using the
second strategy can make all individuals learn from the optimal
individual, thus showing a faster convergence speed. However,
it increases the risk of falling into local areas, which is why
the performance of CBFO is worse than that of McCBFO
on complex multimodal problems. This also confirms that the
cooperation between multiple colonies can better cope with
complex optimization scenarios, and gives us new enlight-
enment, that is, whether we can select a suitable strategy
combination according to the optimization characteristics. For
example, use the combination of two strategies in the early
stage and then use the second strategy alone in the later stage
to balance exploration and exploitation well.

VI. CONCLUSION

We propose two strategies to further improve the BFO
performance by means of enhancing information sharing and
information exchange among individuals. The first strategy fo-
cuses on dividing the whole population into multiple colonies
randomly, and each individual may be assigned to different
colonies in different generations to maximize the diversity
within the colony. The second strategy uses intra-colony coop-
eration to accelerate the convergence speed while using inter-
colony cooperation to increase the diversity of population. The
experimental results confirmed that McCBFO can improve the
BFO performance significantly in most optimization scenarios,
especially for high-dimensional complex problems, and the
CBFO is more effective for unimodal problems than the BFO
and the McCBFO.

In our future work, we will introduce other cooperation
strategies to further enhance search efficiency and develop
intelligent strategies to tune the parameter configuration ac-
cording to the information collected in evolution. Besides,
the proposed McCBFO has the potential to be applied to
multimodal problems, i.e., how to make colonies converge to
different global or local optima. We also intend to apply the
our proposal to solve real-world problems, such as aircraft
layout problems and scheduling problems.
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